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LETTUCE
Iceberg
It is Transition week, Yuma lettuce is
under way and Salinas lettuce will be
over this weekend. Pro rates are still
occurring every day and prices continue
to go up and up and….
Quality out of Arizona is looking very
nice but on the smaller side, weights will
be low. Veg-Fresh is doing their best to
keep product moving through the supply
chain as quickly as possible.

Cabbage

Romaine

Cabbage will be short the
next few weeks, quality is
so so.

The heat and rain have
caused quality issues.
Quality issues are
expected to remain
throughout the Salinas
season. Market is
expected to remain
elevated.

Green Leaf
Green Leaf remains

triggered and is
extremely short. Prorates
have begun at shipping
level. Market and
demand are strong.
Pricing to remain
elevated as
Holtville/Yuma gets
going. The crop is
coming along slowly, and
has smaller heads than
anticipated.

AVOCADO
Mexican avocados are the majority of all US supply and sizing favors the larger fruit.
Colombian fruit is delayed. Quality is very good, as long as no weather events occur
curtailing imports to the USA.

TOMATOES
Round, Roma & Vine-Ripe
Florida

Tomato Growers continue to work through salvage fields, post hurricane.
Estimating 20-30% volume of what would have normal supply levels.
FOB pricing $29.95 on small rounds, $38.95 on larger sizes, demand exceeds supplies
on all sizes.
Roma tomatoes $28.95 FOB.

Mexico

No volume of tomatoes being harvested until early to mid-January, demand exceeds
supplies.

USA

San Diego, California - too few supplies to quote.
Nogales, Arizona - too few supplies to quote.
McAllen, Texas - $50.95 FOB on 2 layer 4x4’s and 4x5’s.
Best quality roma tomatoes $29.95 FOB on larger sizes. $26.95 on mediums.

Grape Tomatoes
Grape tomatoes; both Organic and Conventional are still supply exceeds demand, with
very little production coming from the East coast. Culiacan is still about a month
away.
Markets remain in the mid - high $45.00 to $48.00 range on conventional bulk and
$48.00 to $52.00 on organic bulk.

ONIONS
Colossal and Jumbo Yellow onions are
getting shorter.
Medium Yellow onion demand is also
picking up for the holidays. Most growers
have limited % of mediums.
The Potential Rail strike in 2 weeks could
have a huge impact on freight rates if it
happens. Truck freight from PNW is rising
and will increase as the Christmas Tree
season starts up.
Red onions market the same.
White Onion market is steady.

POTATOES
Russet Potatoes: With the russet
potato yields being down and size
profiles being small we are experiencing
russet potato prices increasing weekly.
Both the carton and the bale markets
are strong. Larger count russets 40 and
50 counts are limited, 60 and 70 counts
are available.
Fingerling: All varieties of conventional
fingerlings are available. Organic
fingerlings are tight.
Chipping: We have Fresh Fries
available! The perfect potato to make
your own signature French fries, hash
browns or tater tots! Call your Veg Fresh
representative today.
Red and Yellow: We currently have
good supplies on Conventional and
Organic red potatoes. Conventional
yellow potatoes demand has been up,
Organic yellow potatoes are steady. We
are starting to see the quality issues
affecting the yields, with demand being
strong. We will see prices increasing
after Thanksgiving. Best availability on
Reds and Yellows are B and C sizes.
White Potatoes: Washington is going
strong - all sizes available. Freight rates
are impacting the market.
Sweet Potatoes: Shipping sweet
potatoes - all varieties; organic and
conventional.

BERRIES
Strawberries
The whole state is getting hit with rain this week with 1-1.5 inches. The majority of the
fruit shipping is still the summer planted crop. Most grower shippers are not harvesting
on Tuesday of this week and based on the amount of rain we get it is yet to be
determined when we will get back in the fields. We believe most will be out of the
fields Wednesday due to wet fields. Will know more once rain is over and all can
assess the potential damage to fruit on the plants. We should all get back in sometime
next week and volume should resume to pre-rain levels.

Santa Maria - We got a small amount of
rain on Monday. The rain really started
Tuesday morning and expect it to continue
with well over an inch expected. Will try and
get around the ranches Wednesday to
assess what it looks like for the balance of
this week. We should not expect to come
back with any volume until next week.

Salinas/Watsonville - This is still all of

the winter planted crop from 2021-2022.
Most grower-shippers have diverted to
freezer or stopped harvesting for the year.
Very limited volume.

Oxnard - Similar story to Santa Maria.
Rain and wet fields will curtail harvesting
until at least Thursday with light volume
for the balance of this week.
Central Mexico - Has been going for
the last few weeks with limited volume.
Should start to see some volume by the
end of November.

Call your Veg-Fresh representative at (714) 446-8800 for volume and pricing information.

Blueberries
Imports from Peru will continue for the next 2 weeks and will end as Chile begins their
deal, around week 51. Overall blue markets are at much lower levels and will continue
to be for the foreseeable future due to heavy supply. Blues are still a great item to
promote for the holidays.

BRUSSELS

CUCUMBERS

CHILIES

Currently harvesting in
California and Mexico.
Demand will be picking up
for Thanksgiving and
Christmas holidays.

Conventional Cucumbers
are coming out of Baja and
Nogales. Good supply.

Chilies are done out of Baja
and Northern California.
Volume is limited out of
Nogales however, we will
see improvement on
volume in a couple of
weeks because Sinaloa just
started. Good supply on
Tomatillos.

BELL PEPPERS
Colored Bells
Red bell peppers remain tight. Coachella Valley will have some product for a couple weeks but
it will remain tight until Nogales starts at the end of December / 1st week of January.
Yellow and Orange bell peppers are winding down, Canada is almost done and Texas has very
little product. Nogales will start at the end of December / 1st week of January.

Green Bells
Green bell peppers out of the Coachella Valley area are steady. We are seeing more and more
Mexican product out of Nogales; we are about 2 weeks away from good supply.

CITRUS

Navels
California’s supplies for the most part continue to be on the smaller sizes. Mainly peaking on
113s,138s,88s,72s and some 56s. We are expecting 113s to be the main peak size for the
remainder of November.

Lemons
The California D3 crop is at its peak harvest. Supplies will remain steady
through December. Current peak sizes are 140s/115s/165s/95s. Mexico is
going strong with limited larger sizes 95s.
140s/115s/165s are the current size structure.

Limes
Steady volume but quality not so great due to weather conditions in Veracruz, Mexico.

Grapefruit
Texas is currently shipping in small quantities as they ramp up their season. California D3 Rio
Red Grapefruit is going strong. Supplies are a bit tight. Peak size structure 56s/48s/64s/40s
large 36s and 32s remain limited.
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